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Wild West Shows,
Reformers, and the
Image of the American
Indian, 1887-1914

L. G. MOSES

Between 1887 and World War I, hundreds of North American
Indians —mostly Sioux, Pawnee, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and a few
Apache —toured the world with Wild West shows. Most of them
returned to their homes and reservations none the worse, and indeed a little richer, for their experiences. Yet, it is also true, as
the Indian Rights Association and other protectionist groups continually asserted during these same years, that a number of Indians suffered and a few even died in the adventure. Almost from
the beginning of Indian participation in Wild West shows, allegations of mistreatment and exploitation reached the various secretaries of the interior and commissioners of Indian affairs, causing
them to be concerned about the shows' effects on assimilationist
programs and on the image of the Indian in the popular mind. Although mistreatment and exploitation never approached the extremes alleged by reformers, still history has been kinder to the
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reformers than to the shows. The impression persists, reinforced
by a few spectacular examples of abuse, that Wild West shows
did far more than demean American Indians.
While genuine concern for the Indians' physical welfare was
part of the issue at the time, the conflict between Wild West
shows and Indian-policy reformers was largely a struggle to determine whose image of the Indians would prevail. The shows
portrayed Indians as savages from a wild land who were inimical
t-o civilization. The reformers, in turn, fostered the concept of Indians as tamed men in a tamed land who were embracing civilization through education and industry. Commissioners of Indian affairs, caught between the antagonists, often spoke one way but
acted another. Although successive commissioners between John
H. Oberly and Cato Sells portrayed themselves as allies of the reformers, sharing their concerns over the shows' spreading of
what were considered to be vulgar stereotypes, their actions frequently benefited the shows. On one occasion, Indian participation in a Wild West show created a moral dilemma for a commissioner; his resolution of the situation belied his previous positions
against the use of Indians in "circuses." The circuses themselves,
meanwhile, had found a paying audience to support their views of
the Indians.
"The West," centuries-old term for the Anglo-American frontier, was a place beyond the horizon where the sun met the land
each evening and kindled the sky into a blaze of color. It was also
a place that could fire the imaginations of vicarious explorers who
were stranded in civilization. Instead of a geographical expression, the West became, in the imaginations of those city-bound
Americans of the late nineteenth century, a wild region inhabited
by even wilder humans.' By the 1880s, most Americans encountered Indians only as carved statues that adorned shop entrances
and as heads in profile impressed on coins that jingled in their
pockets or purses. In their ruminations about the West and its
original inhabitants, Americans variously imagined an Indian to
be a noble savage, a rapacious killer, a languorous "coffee cooler,"
a "Poor Lo," or a war-bonneted equestrian raider of the plains.^
1. Adapted from Roy Harvey Pearce, Savagism and Civilization: A Study of the
Indian and the American Mind, paperback ed. {Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press,
1967), p. 3.
2. The phrase "coffee cooler," in common usage at the time, referred to someone
who was an opportunist, a petty crook, or an idler. "Poor Lo" was derived from
Alexander Pope's An Essay on Man (1733-1734), epistle I, line 99, which reads "Lo,
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The latter image proved to be the most persuasive and persistent, and when Americans thought about plains raiders, they
usually conjured the Sioux (who, after all, had presented the
United States military with two of its greatest defeats between
Cold Harbor and Pearl Harbor).
The many people who dreamed about the West and longed for
excitement and diversion from mundaneness had few places to
look for it except upon the printed page —except, that is, until the
appearance of Wild West shows. Playing upon such signal events
as the Fetterman Massacre and Custer's fight at the Little Bighorn, as well as countless skirmishes between Indians and "settlers" on the western frontier, first writers and then Wild West
shows created and maintained the image of the Plains Sioux as
the quintessential American Indian. Among the shows themselves, Buffalo Bill's was nonpareil. His employed the greatest
number of Indians, the greatest number of Sioux.
Stories and novels by Prentiss Ingraham and "Ned Buntline"
(Edward Z. C. Judson) transformed William Frederick Cody, erstwhile army scout and sharpshooter, into Buffalo Bill. Before Cody
launched his own version of western legend, he appeared in melodramas based on these novels, recreating his real and imaginary
frontier exploits. In 1882, Nate Salsbury, like Cody a veteran of
the stage, had an idea for an outdoor extravaganza that would
combine riding, roping, and shooting with reenactments of famous Indian battles. Cody expressed interest in forming a partnership for the 1883 season. Salsbury deferred because of acting
commitments for that year but explained that he would be willing
to join Cody in the future. Cody, impressed with the possibilities
for success and unwilling to postpone such a venture, teamed
with Dr. William Frank Carver, dentist, extraordinary marksman, and sometime entertainer. They called their partnership
"The Wild West: Buffalo Bill's and Doc Carver's Rocky Mountain
and Prairie Exhibition."^

the poor Indian! whose untutor'd mind/ Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the
wind." Although originally used to convey sympathy, "Poor Lo" soon became a pejorative label for an Indian.
3. Don Russell, The Lives and Legends of Buff alo Bill (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1960), p. 295; Don Russell, The Wild West (Fort Worth, Tex.:
Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, 1970), pp, 7-8, 12,16-17; and show program,
"The Wild West: Buffalo Bill's and Doc Carver's .. . Exhibition, Oct. 17-20, 1883 at
Chicago's Driving Park," Box 1, William F. Cody Collection, Western History Department, Denver Public Library, Denver, Colo.
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er THE WORLD.
TAe coücr of the 1893 program of Buffalo Bill's Wild West show
illustrated the pageantry and drama of his outdoor extravaganza.
Prominently featured was the Indian attack on the Deadwood stage,
which was "now the most famed vehicle extant, " the program asserted.
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Doc Carver had previously advertised himself as "Champion
Shot of the World" and, even more strikingly, as the "Evil Spirit
of the Plains." Spotted Tail of the Brule' Sioux had supposedly
conferred the spectral sobriquet on Carver.'* Whether it referred
to his dentistry or his showmanship. Spotted Tail never revealed.
Carver claimed it was owing to his "wonderful shooting."^ In any
case. Carver and Cody's Wild West opened at the Omaha Fair
Grounds on 19 May 1883 and afterward toured eastern cities.
Their first season ended dismally, however, and the partnership
dissolved, plagued by dissension. Cody and others left the show,
and Carver toured with the remainder of the troupe throughout
the winter, adding Captain Jack Crawford as partner. In 1889,
Carver teamed with Fred C. Whitney of Detroit." In the coming
years, the Carver and Whitney circus competed with Buffalo
Bill's.
Cody, exorcised of the "Evil Spirit," joined with Nate Salsbury
to perform the Wild West in the spring of 1884. This time out, the
outdoor show was beset by rainy weather, but in the 1885 season,
the Wild West achieved success. Cody and Salsbury played to
ever larger crowds as they toured the eastern United States and
Canada.' Audiences thrilled to demonstrations of trick riding and
marksmanship and to the mock attacks on the Deadwood Stage, a
dilapidated Concord coach drawn by six horses. Buffalo Bill and
his cowboys would ride to the rescue of the passengers before Indians could commit their final treachery. In the first year of the
Wild West, Cody and Carver had hired a group of Pawnees from
the Indian Territory.** In subsequent tours, Cody and Salsbury retained the Indian attack on the Deadwood Stage and hired mostly
Sioux to replace the Pawnees.
Cody's Wild West proved to be so entertaining that within two
years of its first performance at Omaha, nearly fifty circuses and
medicine shows had incorporated some of its features.^ Increased
4. Russell, Wild West. pp. 8. 10.
5. William Frank Carver to Raymond W. Thorp, 3 Mar. 1927. Series 1. Correspondence 1881-1972. Folder 1, William Frank Carver Papers, 1851-1927, Nebraska
State Historical Society, Lincoln, Nebr.
6. Russell. Wild West. pp. 17-18. 37; Richard J. Walsh, Tke Making of Buffalo
BilL A Study in Heroics (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merriil Co., 1928), pp. 228-31; Russell.
Lives and Legends, pp. 297 99.
7. Russell, Wild West. pp. 19. 21-24.
8. Glenn Shirley. Pawnee Bill: A Biography of Major Gordon W. LiUie (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press. Bison Books, 1958). pp. 98-99.
9. Russell. Wild West, pp. 7, 18, 26, 31.
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•V.
This detail of a poorly preserved photograph shows part of the
Buffalo Bill's Wild West. Cody, with mustache and beard,
is in the second row center. At his right is Nate Salsbury.

competition soon led the more prosperous organizations to seek
fresh audiences overseas. In 1887, for example, Cody and Salsbury took their show to England, where they performed at Queen
Victoria's Golden Jubilee. Ninety-seven Indians, mostly Sioux, accompanied Buffalo Bill that year and opened the way for the Indian invasion of Europe in the years just before the four-hundredth
anniversary of Columbus's discovery of the New World.'"
Wild West shows, according to one historian, were "dime
novels come alive."" The scenes they depicted from western life
exalted the martial spirit of American Indians. Christian reformers and their allies who joined the Indian service as executive appointees in the late 1880s attacked Wild West shows as inimical
to the creation of proper attitudes among Indians toward work
10. Ibid.. p. 26.
11. Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man's Indian: Images of the American
Indian from Columbus to the Present {New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978), p. 100.
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and productive citizenship. Indian Rights Association (IRA) reformers and kindred spirits also argued that the portrait the
shows created in the minds of other Americans was the wrong
one. Indians, they argued, while hitherto a benighted race, were
now being helped by such legislation as the Dawes Act, designed
by Congress to foster the attributes of civilization. Indians had
just begun to climb up the ladder from barbarism. Thus, at the
very time that reformers were trying to create an alternate image of the Indian as a sober. God-fearing, industrious, independent farmer or herder, the Wild West shows were portraying him
as an independent warrior bound by no laws but those of the hunt
and revenge.'^
By the end of the 1880s, considerable sentiment against the use
of Indians in shows arose among leaders in Indian policy reform.
Granting formal permission to such enterprises as Cody's Wild
West for the employment of Indians seemed inconsistent with the
larger aim of assimilation then being advocated by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. While having pledged itself to advance the virtues
of citizenship through individual allotment, the government also
allowed Indians to work for shows that glorified their "heathenish ways." John H. Oberly, commissioner of Indian affairs during
the last months of Cleveland's first administration and a man
whose reputation for integrity was unquestioned among reformers, explained in 1889 the philosophical lines of opposition to Wild
West shows: "The effect of traveling all over the country among,
and associated with, the class of people usually accompanying
Shows, Circuses and Exhibitions, attended by all the immoral and
unchristianizing surroundings incident to such a life, is not only
most demoralizing to the present and future welfare of the Indian, but it creates a roaming and unsettled disposition and educates him in a manner entirely foreign and antagonistic to that
which has been and now is the policy of the Government." '^ Civilization would be better served, the commissioner believed, if Indians stayed on their reservations and applied themselves to making their homesteads habitable.

12. See Francis Paul Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis: Christian Reformers and the Indian, 1865-1900 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1976),
pp. 319-20, 326.
13. Oberly to Secretary of the Interior, 30 Mar. 1889, Correspondence of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs (CIA), Letters Sent (L8), Records of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Record Group 75 (RG 75). National Archives (NA), Washington,
D.C; also quoted in Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis, p. 320.
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Quite apart from the denunciations of Wild West shows that
appeared in the publications and circulars of the Indian commissioner, the IRA, and the Lake Mohonk Conference of Friends of
the Indian, individual Indian agents began to report with increasing frequency —perhaps taking a cue from their superiors in
Washington — the nasty effects of the shows among those Indians
who had returned to their reservations. More disturbing, however, were the reports about Indians stranded in foreign lands.
These noteworthy examples of neglect lent credence to the
claims of reformers and contributed to the Indian Bureau's adoption of measures designed to protect Indian employees of Wild
West shows.
Agent Hugh Gallagher of Pine Ridge Agency, Dakota Territory, was the first to report incidents of abandonment. In December 1887, he wrote Commissioner John D. C. Atkins that all but
two of his charges. Hampa and Eagle Horse, whose names appeared on the return list provided by F. H. Partridge, contractor
for a European tour, had arrived back at the Great Sioux Reservation. In March, at the request of an Oglala named White Eyes,
Gallagher asked the commissioner to enlist the assistance of the
State Department in locating a third missing Indian who had apparently accompanied Partridge to Europe. White Eyes's son
Yellow Blanket was, according to some of the returned showmen,
being held against his will in Christiana, Norway. The State Department investigated and learned that Yellow Blanket, Hampa,
and Eagle Horse had joined the Circus Krembser in Kiel, Germany, during the summer of 1887, about the time that the Partridge troupe returned to the United States. Next, Hampa and
Eagle Horse, without Yellow Blanket, appeared in Kiev, Russia,
during July 1888. In October, the secretary of state received information, which he forwarded to Commissioner Oberly (appointed in September to replace Atkins), that both Sioux had
been admitted to an infirmary in Jitomir, Russia. Hampa and
Eagle Horse were "quite ill and in destitute circumstances."
Yellow Blanket still could not be found. Oberly passed the information along to Agent Gallagher and assured him that all
measures were being taken to locate and return the prodigals to
their homes.'*
14. Sequence of events summarized in CIA to Gallagher, 19 Nov. and 21 Dec.
1888, Records of Pine Ridge Reservation (PR), Letters Received (LR), Box 11. RG
75, Federal Archives and Records Center, Kansas City, Mo. (KC FARC).
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Just before Christmas 1888, the Indian Bureau forwarded information recently obtained from the vice-consul at Hamburg,
Germany. Eagle Horse, the report to Gallagher stated, had died
of tuberculosis in Lodz, Poland, and had been buried there in the
Protestant cemetery. The search for Hampa and Yellow Blanket
continued. Finally, in April 1889, it ended. Robert V. Belt, acting
commissioner of Indian affairs in the newly inaugurated Harrison
administration, reported to Gallagher that Eagle Horse, buried in
Poland, was actually the missing Yellow Blanket. It seemed that
the clever proprietors of the Circus Krembser had given Yellow
Blanket what they considered to be a more Indian-like name and
that F. H. Partridge had failed to record that information. Hampa
had also been found. As of March 1889, he was living in Odessa on
the Black Sea, performing in a circus, and appearing "quite alive,
well paid and seemingly content." The United States consul at
Odessa assured the bureau through the State Department that
Hampa expressed no desire to return to the United States. Hampa then disappeared from the record for twenty years.'^ The odyssey of Yellow Blanket and Hampa became a testimonial to neglect and prompted the Interior Department to take remedial action.
In February 1889, the outgoing secretary of the interior, after
consultation with Commissioner Oberly, approved the application
of Adam Forepaugh's New and Greatest All-Feature Show —
whose specialty was a reenactment of the Battle of the Little Bighorn—to employ twenty-five Sioux. The disappearance of Hampa
and Yellow Blanket, still unresolved at this time, helped to push
the secretary into authorizing new requirements for the Forepaugh contract and all subsequent ones. Indians were to be paid
fair and reasonable wages for their time and service, with salaries ranging from about thirty to ninety dollars a month {the higher amount, extended over twelve months, represented about two-

15. Beit to Gallagher. 24 Apr. 1889, and CIA to Gallagher, 1 Nov. 1889. ibid.
Hampa surfaced briefly in the summer of 1909. Various sources reported that he
was being held in London against his will. Upon further investigation, however, it
was discovered that he had been working continuously for various circuses
throughout Europe and. according to the United States consul at Leipzig, "most
emphatically .. . does not want to return to . . . the United States" ISouthard P.
Warner to John R. Carter. Secretary of the American Embassy. London. 17 Aug.
1901. Classified Files 1907-1939, PR, File 47363-Û9-PR 047, RG 75, NA). Thereafter,
Hampa disappears from the record.
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thirds of the average salary of an Indian agent).'** Indians were to
be properly fed, clothed, sheltered, and comforted in their infirmities. At the end of their contracts, they were to be returned to
their respective reservations at the expense of the show's proprietors. Agents were assigned to witness the written contracts and
forward them to the commissioner for his approval. The commissioner, if he approved the contract, would then accept a bond
from the show, usually two thousand dollars but occasionally,
given the number of Indians employed, as high as twenty thousand dollars. The terms and conditions of the Forepaugh contract
became the standard for the Indian Bureau. Both Cody's and Carver's shows received contracts in 1889 based upon the Forepaugh
agreement.'^
16. Other examples of yearly salaries among employees at Pine Ridge are: captain of Indian police. $144; agency interpreter, $500; day-school teacher, $600; agency physician. $1.200. Information taken from CIA to Gallagher. 6,12 Aug. 1889 and
27 Jan. 1890. PR. General Records, Series 2, Box 9, RG 75, KC FARC.
17. A copy of instructions for contracting Indians and the Forepaugh contract appear in Secretary of the Interior to CIA. 18 Feb. 1889. and CIA to Gallagher. 23
Feb. 1889. both in PR, LR. Box 11. RG 75. KC FARC.

The Sioux attack on the immigrant wagon train, such as this one staged
by the Miller Brothers' show in Kansas City, was a standard feature
of nearly all Wild West shows. Reformers contended that such martial
displays failed to promote proper attitudes among and about Indians.
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Regulation of show contracts was not enough to suit reformers.
They preferred that Indians remain on the reservations, forbidden by the government to run off and join the circus. Commissioner Oberly, stung by criticism in his last months at the bureau for
his failure to protect his charges, had to remind reformers that
docile Indians had every right to come and go as they wished,
especially if they had subscribed to allotment under the Dawes
Act and could, therefore, be justly regarded as citizens. In a letter to Senator Henry L. Dawes of Massachusetts, sponsor of the
legislation upon which bureau programs were then based, Oberly
remarked that, as commissioner, he could not "restrain the liberty of the law abiding person or citizen because in [my] opinion or
the opinion of someone else that person or citizen will make an injudicious use of his liberty."'" Oberly, as Francis Paul Prucha has
written, recognized the reformers' dilemma. They agitated
against government action when they thought it was oppressive
or inequitable, and yet they advocated government force when
they considered such action to be in the Indian's best interest."
Commissioner Thomas Jefferson Morgan, Baptist minister and
educator, succeeded Oberly in June 1889. He seemed less reluctant than his predecessor to use the coercive powers of his office,
which were never that great to begin with, in the name of righteousness-regardless of whether his actions violated individual
rights. He attacked indirectly, however, the contract system for
Wild West shows. Although he had no statutory authority to prohibit Indians from joining the shows, he could threaten aspiring
showmen with the loss of their allotments, annuities, and tribal
status. He did so until his interests and those of the shows coincided momentarily in the winter of 1891.
In the late fall of 1889, Morgan sent a circular to all his agents,
requesting information that could be used by the bureau in formulating a general policy for Indian employment in the shows. He

18. CIA to Dawes, 15 Apr. 1889, Henry L. Dawes Papers. Library of CongTess
Manuscripts Division, Washington, D.C. The issue of whether the federal government had the right to hold Indians forcibly on reservations had supposedly been
settled by a federal court in 1879. In a ruling rendered in favor of the Ponca chief
Standing Bear, the federal judiciary acknowledged the right of a "peaceful Indian
to come and go as he wishes with the same freedom accorded to a white man." This
ruling, however, was often ignored. Arrell Morgan Gibson, The American Indian:
Prehistory to the Present (Lexington. Mass.: D. C. Heath & Co., 1980), p. 465;
Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis, p. 321.
19, Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis, p. 321.
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asked for lists of Indians who had been connected with any show
during the previous five years and for names of Indians who were
still absent from their reservations. He wanted to know what
manner of life the returned showmen were living and what influence they were having on their fellow tribesmen. Finally, he
asked agents to judge the general health of the returnees.^" In collecting such data, Morgan hoped eventually to win legislation
from Congress that would expand the powers of his office. His actions were prompted in part by a flurry of letters, sent to him by
agents, reformers, and Indians themselves, that spoke about the
ruined health of returned showmen. During the 1888 and 1889
seasons, five of the seventy-two Sioux hired by Cody had died on
tour, while another seven had returned to their reservations broken in health.^' Yet, Cody had received a renewed contract from
Commissioner Oberly and had retained his bond. Morgan let the
evidence accumulate.
Buffalo Bill, while on tour in France during December 1889, had
entrusted two Sioux from Pine Ridge reservation to the care of
Charles B. Trail, United States consul at Marseilles. Both Indians
were desperately ill and desired to return home immediately to
avoid dying in a foreign land. By the first week in January, however, both had died in France — Chief Hawick of typhoid fever and
Featherman of smallpox. Buffalo Bill's Wild West had left France
for Italy, where, in Rome, Pope Leo XIII greeted them. Back in
Marseilles, the two dead Sioux received a "private interment" attended by a Roman Catholic priest. Both Featherman and Chief
Hawick had left personal effects, which the consul, in learning
that Cody had been bonded to the United States government for
the safe return of Indians taken abroad, remanded to the show.
"In my opinion," Trail explained to the assistant secretary of
state, "the decedents were not citizens, and, if this is so, then I
take it the official fee of 5 per cent on the gross amount of their
estate should not be deducted." Agent Gallagher at Pine Ridge
received a copy of Trail's letter along with instructions from the
commissioner to inform the families of the dead expatriates.^^
Additional instances of neglect and death were reported
throughout 1890. Five more Sioux returned from Cody's Europe20. CIA to U.S. Indian Agents, 1 Nov. 1889, PR. LR, Box 11, RG 75, KC FARC.
21. CIA to Gallagher, 13 Aug. and 2 Sept. 1890, ibid.; Gallagher to CIA. 28 July
and 13 Aug. 1890. PR, LS, Letter Press Book 9 (1889-1890), Box 3, RG 75, KC
FARC.
22. Trail to William F. Warton, 27 Jan. 1890, PR, LR, Box 11, RG 75, KC FARC.
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an tour in the early summer. One of them. Kills Plenty, died soon
after his arrival in New York. James R. O'Beirne, assistant superintendent of immigration for the Port of New York and formerly
an Indian service employee among the Sioux, wrote to Gallagher
that the health of the four survivors disturbed him. "I am very
much annoyed," he remarked, "at the manner in which these Indians have been treated and will lay the matter before the government at Washington." O'Beirne arranged for a "pillow of flowers," a "fine hearse," and six uniformed pallbearers recruited

Before leaving with a Wild West troupe, contracted
Sioux Indians performed a dance at Pine Ridge.

from among his subordinates to carry Kills Plenty's coffin from
the hearse to a baggage car for its trip to South Dakota.^^
Soon after Kills Plenty's body arrived at Pine Ridge, three
more "refugees" from Cody's European tour appeared at the
agency. "These Indians like the ones preceding them," Gallagher
informed Commissioner Morgan, "have nothing to show for their
services except shattered constitutions which may or may not be
23. O'Beirne to Gallagher, 4 July 1890, ibid.
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built up again."" A month later. No Neck, an Oglala, arrived at
Pine Ridge and told the agent that yet another Sioux, Wounds
One Another, had died while on tour. No Neck's understanding of
geography was poignantly inexact despite his European travels.
He could only say that Wounds One Another had died after falling from a moving train somewhere, he thought, in Germany."
The deaths caused an uproar in the bureau. Cody learned about
it, and, aware that the commissioner might intervene and cause
him to forfeit his twenty-thousand-dollar bond, he decided to cut
short his tour. He left England with his Indians and arrived in
Philadelphia on 13 November 1890.=^''
Acting Commissioner Belt —Commissioner Morgan was visiting western reservation schools —ordered an examination of the
Indians by Herbert Welsh, secretary of the influential Indian
Rights Association. John M. ("Arizona John") Burke, Cody's manager, thwarted the investigation. Instead of remaining in Philadelphia, he took the Indians to Washington, where they met with
congressmen, senators, and the secretary of the interior. None of
the Indians complained of mistreatment; rather, they had nothing
but praises for Cody and the show. They explained that most of
the Indians who died had already been ill when they joined the
show and, therefore, the fault lay with the agency physician who
had certified them healthy. Wounds One Another, they indicated,
had been drunk at the time of his accident in Germany. Unbeknownst to his employers, he had obtained liquor from some of
the locals and had consumed it on the cars. Cody's show retained
its bond.^^ Nate Salsbury, Cody's vice-president and director,
later commented on the brief encounter with the IRA in Philadelphia, indicating that he found Welsh and his associates to be "a
party of bald and benevolent gentlemen" who were otherwise
"worthy cranks."^^ The nearly one hundred Sioux were allowed to
return to the Dakotas, arriving there in time for the disasters of
December 1890. Although Belt had wished to continue the inves-

24. Gallagher to CIA. 28 July 1890, PR, LS. Letter Press Book 9 (1889-1890). Box
3, RG 75. KC FARC.
25. Gallagher to CIA. 13 Aug. 1890, ibid.
26. CIA to Daniel F. Royer. 24 Nov. 1890, PR, LR, Box 11, HG 75, KC FARC.
27. Ibid.
28. Salsbury to Welsh. 18 May 1891. Board of Indian Commissioners Papers,
quoted in William T. Hagan. "The Indian Rights Association: The Herbert Welsh
Years. 1882-1904" (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, in press), p. 259, by permission of the author. Satsbury erred; Welsh, at least, was far from bald.
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Maj. John Burke. Cody's manager, is at far right in this detail of a
photograph taken at Pine Ridge in early 1891. From left are Big Talk,
acout Frank Grouard, High Hawk. Two Strike, an unidentified white man,
and Burke. Two Strike, a Brule Sioux, was a leader of one
group of Sioux who were involved in the Ghost Dance.

tigation into the condition of Cody's Indians, especially once they
were free of what he assumed to be Burke's largesse and possible
intimidation, the events of the "Sioux Outbreak" indefinitely
postponed any action by the bureau. Instead, the government directed much of its attention to the suppression of the Ghost
Dance, which, since the late summer, had won many followers
among the Sioux.
The onward march of Indian civilization, as Commissioner Morgan had described his program upon assuming office, broke cadence in the winter of 1890-1891. To some observers, the Ghost
Dance signaled a last, desperate challenge to forced assimilation
by a few western tribes. Its spirit of defiance was broken only by
the enfilading fire of Hotchkiss guns near a dry creek named
Wounded Knee on 29 December 1890. As a result, Wild West
shows that season were neither the only nor the most serious
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threat to government programs of Indian advancement. In spite
of whatever concerns the commissioner may have had about their
negligence and failure to guarantee the health and safety of the
Indians, Wild West shows won renewals of their contracts.^" The
only action Morgan took was to instruct his agents to impress
upon their wards the desirability of living in comfortable, woodframed houses, of "cultivating farms," and of surrounding themselves with "a worthy type of civilization."'"
For the "ring-leaders" of the Ghost Dance among the Sioux,
however, Morgan prescribed more than a homily. They were to
atone for their misdeeds by a period of exile in foreign lands. On
the suggestion of Gen. Nelson A. Miles, commander of military
operations against the Sioux during the Ghost Dance troubles,
the persons identified as the leaders of the outbreak were first
imprisoned at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, and were later sent to
Europe with Buffalo Bill.^' Morgan enthusiastically endorsed the
decision, although he let it be known that it had been made on the
recommendation of the army and not on that of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Morgan reasoned that in allowing Cody to take the
imprisoned Sioux, who were described as "restless spirits" in offi-

29. Certain historians have written that Commissioner Morgan banned the use of
Indians in Wild West shows. Given his statements in BIA annual reports, this inference is understandable, but he did not, as it turned out, issue such a ban. See Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Indian in America, New American Nation Series (New
York: Harper & Row, 1975), pp. 227 28. Washburn wrote. "The Wild West show
was discouraged and eventually prohibited b y . . . Morgan" (p. 227). In a recent
copyrighted story carried by the Associated Press. Professor Janice White Clemmer of Brigham Young University also stated that, "in 1890,... the government
published circulars saying that Indians could not be used in Wild West shows
because the shows were unbecoming and dehumanizing" {Arizona Daily Sun [Flagstaff), 14 Mar. 1983). The story appeared in rebuttal to those written to mark the
centennial of the Wild West show. Again, Morgan issued no such prohibition.
30. See CIA to Sioux Indian Agents. 3 Mar. 1891, Records of Standing Rock Reservation. Miscellaneous Correspondence, LR. Box 517204, RG 75. KC FARC.
31. Miles to Capt. Charles G. Penny. Acting Indian Agent, Pine Ridge, 17 Mar.
1891, PR. LR and General Files, Box 12. RG 75. KC FARC. Twenty seven Sioux,
among them Kicking Bear and Short Bull, were to be imprisoned at Fort Sheridan
for at least six months. Of these, four remained in the United States, three of whom
— Little Horse. Takes the Shield Away, and His Horses Voice —were too ill to
make the trip aboard. L. W. Crampton, Post Surgeon, to Col. R. E. A. Crofton, Post
Adjutant. 6 Apr. 1891, and Crofton to J. C. Kelton, Adjutant General. 31 Mar. 1891,
both in File 5412-PRD-1890, Records of the Adjutant General's Office. 1780s-1917.
Record Group 94, National Archives Microfilm Publication M983, Reports and Correspondence Relating to the Army Investigations of the Battle of Wounded Knee
and to the Sioux Campaign of 1890-1891 (hereafter cited RG 94. NA, M983).
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an tour in the early summer. One of them. Kills Plenty, died soon
after his arrival in New York. James R. O'Beirne, assistant superintendent of immigration for the Port of New York and formerly
an Indian service employee among the Sioux, wrote to Gallagher
that the health of the four survivors disturbed him. "I am very
much annoyed," he remarked, "at the manner in which these Indians have been treated and will lay the matter before the government at Washington." O'Beirne arranged for a "pillow of flowers," a "fine hearse," and six uniformed pallbearers recruited

Before leaving with a Wild West troupe, contracted
Sioux iTidians performed a dance at Pine Ridge.

from among his subordinates to carry Kills Plenty's coffln from
the hearse to a baggage car for its trip to South Dakota."
Soon after Kills Plenty's body arrived at Pine Ridge, three
more "refugees" from Cody's European tour appeared at the
agency. "These Indians like the ones preceding them," Gallagher
informed Commissioner Morgan, "have nothing to show for their
services except shattered constitutions which may or may not be
23. O'Beirne to Gallagher, 4 July 1890, ibid.
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built up again."^" A month later. No Neck, an Oglala, arrived at
Pine Ridge and told the agent that yet another Sioux, Wounds
One Another, had died while on tour. No Neck's understanding of
geography was poignantly inexact despite his European travels.
He could only say that Wounds One Another had died after falling from a moving train somewhere, he thought, in Germany."
The deaths caused an uproar in the bureau. Cody learned about
it, and, aware that the commissioner might intervene and cause
him to forfeit his twenty-thousand-doUar bond, he decided to cut
short his tour. He left England with his Indians and arrived in
Philadelphia on 13 November 1890.^^
Acting Commissioner Belt —Commissioner Morgan was visiting western reservation schools —ordered an examination of the
Indians by Herbert Welsh, secretary of the influential Indian
Rights Association. John M. ("Arizona John") Burke, Cody's manager, thwarted the investigation. Instead of remaining in Philadelphia, he took the Indians to Washington, where they met with
congressmen, senators, and the secretary of the interior. None of
the Indians complained of mistreatment; rather, they had nothing
but praises for Cody and the show. They explained that most of
the Indians who died had already been ill when they joined the
show and, therefore, the fault lay with the agency physician who
had certified them healthy. Wounds One Another, they indicated,
had been drunk at the time of his accident in Germany. Unbeknownst to his employers, he had obtained liquor from some of
the locals and had consumed it on the cars. Cody's show retained
its bond.^' Nate Salsbury, Cody's vice-president and director,
later commented on the brief encounter with the IRA in Philadelphia, indicating that he found Welsh and his associates to be "a
party of bald and benevolent gentlemen" who were otherwise
"worthy cranks."^^ The nearly one hundred Sioux were allowed to
return to the Dakotas, arriving there in time for the disasters of
December 1890. Although Belt had wished to continue the inves-

24. Gallagher to CIA, 28 July 1890, PR, LS, Letter Press Book 9 (1889-1890), Box
3, RG 75, KC FARC.
25. Gallagher to CIA, 13 Aug. 1890. ibid.
26. CIA to Daniel F. Royer, 24 Nov. 1890, PR, LR. Box 11. RG 75, KC FARC.
27. Ibid.
28. Salsbury to Welsh, 18 May 1891, Board of Indian Commissioners Papers,
quoted in William T. Hagan, "The Indian Rights Association: The Herbert Welsh
Years, 1882-1904" (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, in press), p. 259, by permission of the author. Salsbury erred; Welsh, at least, was tar from bald.
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Maj. John Burke, Cody's manager, is at far right in this detail of a
photograph taken at Pine Ridge in early 1891. From left are Big Talk,
scout Frank Grouard, High Hawk, Two Strike, an unidentified white man,
aiui Burke. Two Strike, a Brule Sioux, was a leader of one
group of Sioux who were involved in the Ghost Dance.

tigation into the condition of Cody's Indians, especially once they
were free of what he assumed to be Burke's largesse and possible
intimidation, the events of the "Sioux Outbreak" indefinitely
postponed any action by the bureau. Instead, the government directed much of its attention to the suppression of the Ghost
Dance, which, since the late summer, had won many followers
among the Sioux.
The onward march of Indian civilization, as Commissioner Morgan had described his program upon assuming office, broke cadence in the winter of 1890-1891. To some observers, the Ghost
Dance signaled a last, desperate challenge to forced assimilation
by a few western tribes. Its spirit of defiance was broken only by
the enfilading fire of Hotchkiss guns near a dry creek named
Wounded Knee on 29 December 1890. As a result, Wild West
shows that season were neither the only nor the most serious
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threat to government programs of Indian advancement. In spite
of whatever concerns the commissioner may have had about their
negligence and failure to guarantee the health and safety of the
Indians, Wild West shows won renewals of their contracts.^'* The
only action Morgan took was to instruct his agents to impress
upon their wards the desirability of living in comfortable, woodframed houses, of "cultivating farms," and of surrounding themselves with "a worthy type of civilization."^"
For the "ring-leaders" of the Ghost Dance among the Sioux,
however, Morgan prescribed more than a homily. They were to
atone for their misdeeds by a period of exile in foreign lands. On
the suggestion of Gen. Nelson A. Miles, commander of military
operations against the Sioux during the Ghost Dance troubles,
the persons identified as the leaders of the outbreak were first
imprisoned at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, and were later sent to
Europe with Buffalo Bill.^' Morgan enthusiastically endorsed the
decision, although he let it be known that it had been made on the
recommendation of the army and not on that of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Morgan reasoned that in allowing Cody to take the
imprisoned Sioux, who were described as "restless spirits" in offi-

29. Certain historians have written that Commissioner Morgan banned the use of
Indians in Wild West shows. Given his statements in BIA annual reports, this inference is understandable, but he did not, as it turned out. issue such a ban. See Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Indian in America, New American Nation Series (New
York: Harper & Row. 1975). pp. 227 28. Washburn wrote, "The Wild West show
was discouraged and eventually prohibited by . . . Morgan'" (p. 227). In a recent
copyrighted story carried by the Associated Press, Professor Janice White Clemmer of Brigham Young University also stated that, "in 1890,... the government
published circulars saying that Indians could not be used in Wild West shows
because the shows were unbecoming and dehumanizing" {Arizona Daily Sun [Flagstaff], 14 Mar. 1983). The story appeared in rebuttal to those written to mark the
centennial of the Wild West show. Again. Morgan issued no such prohibition.
30. See CIA to Sioux Indian Agents. 3 Mar. 1891. Records of Standing Rock Reservation, Miscellaneous Correspondence, LR, Box 517204, RG 75, KC FARC.
31. Miles to Capt. Charles G. Penny, Acting Indian Agent. Pine Ridge. 17 Mar.
1891, PR. LR and General Files, Box 12, RG 75, KC FARC. Twenty-seven Sioux,
among them Kicking Bear and Short Bull, were to be imprisoned at Fort Sheridan
for at least six months. Of these, four remained in the United States, three of whom
— Little Horse, Takes the Shield Away, and His Horses Voice —were too ill to
make the trip aboard. L. W. Crampton, Post Surgeon, to Col. R. E. A. Crofton, Post
Adjutant, 6 Apr. 1891, and Crofton to J. C. Kelton, Adjutant General, 31 Mar. 1891.
both in File 5412-PRD-1890, Records of the Adjutant General's Office. 1780s-1917.
Record Group 94, National Archives Microfilm Publication M983, Reports and Correspondence Relating to the Army Investigations of the Battle of Wounded Knee
and to the Sioux Campaign of 1890-1891 (hereafter cited RG 94, NA, M983).
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cial correspondence, any renewal of the Ghost Dance religion
could be postponed for at least the length of the proposed European tour. In that two years, Morgan believed, the Ghost Dance
religion would cease to inspire sedition among the Sioux. In this
instance, the commissioner himself accepted, and at the same
time reviled, the popular image of the Indian as portrayed in Wild
West shows. The Sioux prisoners, in his opinion, were wild,
treacherous, and incapable of civilization. They belonged in
Cody's Wild West show. Twenty-three Fort Sheridan prisoners,
along with an additional hundred Sioux, left for Europe in April
Reformers responded immediately. The secretary of the Congregational Club of Boston, for example, sent the secretary of
war a resolution decrying the "unfortunate moral and physical results of [Indian] employment in Wild West shows."'^ Herbert
Welsh of the IRA also complained. He summarized his objections
in the association's Ninth Annual Report. The government, according to Welsh, had rewarded fomenters of the Sioux outbreak
with a trip abroad, and he desired their "immediate recall" from
Europe. The twenty-three "prisoners of war" should be treated
as such. The general influence of Wild West exhibitions proved,
he remarked, "to be hostile to those settled habits of industry
which it was the purpose of the Government to foster as a necessary basis of the Indian's civilization." Sending prisoners on "a
holiday trip to Europe" hardly advanced civilization. Welsh and
other reformers directed most of their wrath at the army and, occasionally, at the secretary of the interior. Commissioner Morgan
escaped their denunciations. He, most assumed, had been an unwilling participant in "the farce," as the IRA called it.^*
In response to these and other criticisms, Nate Salsbury wrote
from Brussels, Belgium, to the interim agent at Pine Ridge, offering a précis of his company's business with Indians over the previous seven years. Salsbury's statements represent the line of

32. Telegram. Nelson A. Miles to Adjutant General, 14 Mar. 1891. and Cody to
L. A. Grant. Acting Secretary of War, 26 May 1891. both ibid. Morgan's attitude
and response are explained in Morgan to James McLaughlin, 9 Mar. 1891. Records
of Standing Rock Reservation. General Records, Miscellaneous Correspondence.
1891, Box 517204, RG 75, KC FARC
33. M. M. Cutter to Redfield Proctor. 25 Mar. 1891. RG 94. NA, M983.
34. The Ninth Annual Report of the Executive Committee of the Indian Rights
Association. for the Year Ending December 15th, 1891 (Philadelphia. 18921. pp. 31.
40, 41, 29.
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argument taken by other Wild West show proprietors in arrangements with the Indian Bureau. "I find on a cursory examination of
our books," Salsbury explained,
that we have paid to Sioux Indians since 1885 the sum of $74.300. This
sum does not include the wages we have paid to Pawnee and Omaha Indians who have been in our employ, nor does it include part of the expense
for their transportation and maintainance [sic].
You can also add to this sum the cost of a good substantial suit of
clothes which we invariably present to each inaian [sic] at the close of
each season of service and which is entirely outside of our contract with
them. We give the clothes as a sort of premium for good conduct and saving habits.... When the Indians left Pine Ridge this spring we became
responsible for about $1200 worth of goods which they purchased from
Messrs. Asay, Finlay, & Dawson for distribution among their families.
They have repaid this sum to us. They have sent $200 home and they
have credit with our Treasurer for $600. These sums practically represent $2000 saved by the Indians in about two months. A pretty good
showing I think, to say nothing of the money they may have in their pockets.
We do not pretend to control the disposition of their wages. In the first
place we have no shadow of a right to do so. In the next place we find that
an Indian knows the value of a dollar quite as well as a white man.. . . (Indians] have as good a knowledge of relative values as any Jew or Gentile
with whom they may come in contact.
They transmit their money home through the various agencies [for
that purpose] and as each man is a free agent in his personal affairs we
have no means of knowing what sums they send without direct inquiry of
them. This inquiry we will not make as it would be a direct violation of
our rule to treat them with the same personal consideration as we do our
white employees. We believe that the application of this rule adds to
their self esteem and dignifies the relations between us.
It would interest you, I know, to be present on a pay day, to note the
careful scrutiny each man gives to his account .. . some of them going so
far as to enquire the rate of exchange between a foreign coin and the
American dollar. I assume that any man who can exercise such judgment
is quite capable of choosing his occupation and profiting by it.

Salsbury concluded by stating that "any real friend of the Indians
in our employ" could have any information he wanted about them.
"We only resent," he said, "the impertinence and abuse of people
who know no more about the real character of an Indian than they
do about a degraded Hottentot."^^
After a year of performing for foreigners, a few of the Sioux
prisoners grew weary and sought permission to return to the
United States. General Miles, who had been charged with their
keeping while in the United States, expressed some reservations,
but Commissioner Morgan was quite adamant in his opposition.

35. Salsbury to Penny, 8 May 1891. PR, Main Decimal Files, 047. "Shows and Exhibitions," Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show Contracts (1891, 1895), Box 162, RG 75,
KC FARC.
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He wanted the Sioux to stay with the show for the remainder of
its tour, and if that were impossible, he wanted the prisoners returned to Fort Sheridan stockade. The commissioner explained
his reasoning to Miles: "Affairs at Pine Ridge agency have been
in a very unsettled and unsatisfactory state ever since the Ghost
Dance disturbance. This office has used every means in its power
to quiet matters at the agency and to induce the Indians to return
to their proper places and enter upon the work of reestablishing
themselves in their homes and of engaging in regular industry
I deem it of the highest importance that nothing should interfere to disturb this condition of things and to divert the minds
of these people from plans of industry that have been mapped out
for them." Morgan feared that the presence of the showmen, with
their stories and their reputations, would "unsettle the minds" of
the Sioux and interfere with the peaceful forces of assimilation
then at work.^''
John Noble, secretary of the interior, did not share Morgan's
concern. He informed General Miles that nothing bad would come
36. CIA to John Noble, Secretary of the Interior, 29 Apr. 1892, RG 94, N A, M98S.

Probably taken in March of 1891, this photograph shows nineteen of the Fort
Sheridan prisoners. In the back row, left to right, are Brave, Takes the Shield
Away, Brings White Horse, Knows His Voice, One Star, Kills Close to House,
Standing Bear, One Bull, Standing Bear II, Scatter, Sorrell Horse, Hom Eagle,
and High Eagle. Seated in front, left to right, are Crow Cane, Medicine Horse,
Calls Her Name, Kicking Bear, Short Bull Ireclining/, and Come and Grunt
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from the return home of these particular Indians. Miles agreed."
Morgan had publicly criticized Miles in post-Wounded Knee investigations, and the general probably felt little urgency in deferring to Morgan's wishes.^" As an added gesture of the power and
authority he represented. Miles did order that the prisoners,
prior to their release, be taken on a tour of courtrooms and jails in
Chicago and the state penitentiary in Joliet, Illinois. This, he explained, would impress upon their minds the restraint and punishment accorded evildoers.''^
Again in 1892, all except one of the many Wild West and medicine shows received permission from the Interior Department
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs to contract Indians for exhibition. The Carver and Whitney show had run afoul of the Pine
Ridge agent, an army officer recommended by Miles, who accused
the "Evil Spirit" and his minions of bad faith and kidnapping.
This time, Morgan intervened directly. Influenced in part by the
complaints of the special agent at Pine Ridge, the commissioner
sent a circular to all his agents, forbidding Indians to join the Carver and Whitney circus. Morgan further directed agents to inform Indians that should they defy the ban and get themselves
stranded far from home, the bureau would not aid them.*" Morgan's directive acquired even more authority when certain incidents became known about two Indians who had been left behind
in Australia.
In April 1893, the United States consul at Sydney, New South
Wales, wrote the agent at Pine Ridge that two Sioux, Eagle Elk
and American Bear, had been abandoned in that province. "They
were set adrift," William Kapus told the agent, "and they sank to
the lowest levels of demoralization and degradation." The Sioux
had been arrested repeatedly for vagrancy and drunkenness.
Kapus received authorization from the State Department to book
passage for the two men on a steamer bound for San Francisco.

37. See John M. Scofield. Major General Commanding, Headquarters of the
Army, to Secretary of War, 2 Mar. 1892, and Noble to Secretary of War, 4 May
1892, both ibid.
38. L. G. Moses, "Jack Wilson and the Indian Service: The Response of the BIA
to the Ghost Dance Prophet," American Indian Quarterly 5 (Nov. 1979): 306-8.
39. Miles to Adjutant General, 7 June 1892, RG 94, NA, M983.
40. For an explanation of the subsequent action by Commissioner Morgan
against Carver and Whitney, see George L. Brown to CIA, 14 June 1892, and
Brown to William F. Carver, 20 June 1892, both in PR, Miscellaneous LS, Box 6, RG
75, KC FARC.
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At San Francisco, the collector of customs received instructions
to place Eagle Elk and American Bear on a train to South
Dakota."' Morgan, just before leaving office to make way for
Democratic successor Daniel M. Browning, used the incident as
"a good illustration of the usual outcome of Indians who allow
themselves to be enticed away by the proprietors of medicine
companies, 'Wild West' shows, etc." He ordered his agents to
read the Kapus letter to those Indians who still looked longingly
beyond the backyard fences of their homesteads."
How the two Sioux had actually gotten to Australia remained a
mystery. Carver, for example, had taken his show "down under"
in October 1890, and it had remained there well into the new year.
Eagle Elk and American Bear, however, had been members of the
Pine Ridge group hired by Cody for his 1891-1892 European tour.
According to a Chicago Tribune story, the two had "escaped"
from Cody and only later "turned up in Australia."" If indeed the
escapees had joined Carver, he remained silent about it. By the
time the story became widely known. Carver and company were
already under ban by the bureau. They may have thought it wise
to be quiet and not risk further punitive action. Cody, for his part,
refused responsibility since "escaped" showmen did not constitute violation of the agreement with the Interior Department. As
far as he was concerned, it was he who had been bonded for
"faithful performance" of the contract, whereas the two Sioux, in
leaving the show, had proved faithless.*" With Morgan now out of
office, the incident passed quickly from public scrutiny.
While reformers and commissioners would continue to inveigh
against the employment of Indians in Wild West shows, this incident emphasized the interesting fact that the Indian Bureau rarely used coercion against the shows themselves. No Wild West
show, not even Doc Carver's, ever forfeited its bond for violation
of the terms of agreement."^ When a commissioner chose to use

41. Kapus to George L. Brown. 23 Apr. 1893, PR, LR and General Files. Series 1,
Box 14, RG 75, KC FARC.
42. Morgan to Brown, quoted in Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis, p. 323.
43. Chicago Tribune. 16 June 1893, clipping in William F. Cody. '•Scrapbook Chicago Season. 1893." Harold McCracken Research Library. Buffalo Bill Historical
Center. Cody, Wyo.
44. Ibid.
45. Bonds were used, however, to settle claims against the shows. The smaller
shows, especially after 1900, often went bankrupt. On those occasions, the money
would be used to quit Indian claims against the shows for unpaid wages and to re-
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"Bringing Home the Dead" was the closing scene of the attack on the Deadwood
stage in Buffalo Bill's Wild West show in Brooklyn^ New York, in 1907. Notice
the elaborately painted canvas backdrop held in place by poles and wires.
The troupe entered the arena through a hole in the backdrop that depicted
a cave entrance, visible in the upper-left portion of the photograph.

whatever power he possessed, he used it against Indians. It was
they who lost their annuities, rations, or allotments. They lost
them because the commissioners generally chose to interpret an
Indian's joining of a Wild West show as an abandonment of whatever tribal or citizen's rights he possessed. It was not until 1899
and Commissioner William Jones that the Indian Bureau finally
decided to cancel all contracts with Wild West shows. In explaining the reasons behind Jones's actions, an IRA publication remarked that, instead of being a vehicle for civilizing the Indians,
the Wild West show was actually "the foster-father of those barbarous customs, modes of life, and habits of thought which Indian
education justly aims to destroy."^" Despite its official policy, the
imburse the federal government for transportation costs in returning Indians to
their reservations. By the first decade of the twentieth century, amounts of bonds
varied considerably, but they were never as large as they had been during
Morgan's tenure as commissioner. For example, when the Miller Brothers 101
Ranch Wild West Show toured Europe at various times during the decade, the
bond was set at $7,000.
46. The Seventeenth Annual Report of the Executive Committee of the Indian
Rights Association, for the Year Ending December 15, iSdS (Philadelphia, 1900), p.
26.
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bureau stil! could not prevent individual Indians from joining the
shows, and after 1905, Jones's successor, Francis Leupp, quietly
resumed the overseeing of contracts. The ultimate reason for the
bureau's failure to restrain the shows probably lay in the relative
unimportance of the matter. Of all the issues confronting the leaders at the bureau and their allies in the protective associations in
the last decades of the nineteenth century, the problem of Indians
in Wild West shows was not that great. It was a problem of image—or public relations —and not of numbers of people involved.
Keeping Indians on their reservations and allotments and off the
circuit was frequently placed far down on the ladder of good intentions.
As the new century began. Wild West shows continued to give
Americans and Europeans —and even some Australiansglimpses of what the Indian once had been and what, according to
reformers, he should never be again. While white organizations
like the IRA had been among the most vocal in the early opposition to Wild West shows, Indians themselves joined the chorus in
Performing the "War Dance" in Buffalo Bill's show in Brooklyn in 1907.
these Sioux seemed to find the "glamour" of the circuit to be more to their
liking than the "settled habits of industry" that reformers prescribed.
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the twentieth century. The Society of American Indians (SAD, a
pan-Indian reform organization founded in 1911 and dominated
by acculturated mixed-bloods (a number of Sioux among them),
became the most outspoken in its criticism of the shows.*' Shortly
after its founding, the SAI solicited the support of other prominent reformers in the quest for a more wholesome image for
American Indians. Rising to the occasion was Richard Henry
Pratt, founder of Carlisle Indian Industrial Training School.
Pratt, an ardent assimilationist, wrote to E. A. Van Valkenberg, editor of the North American, about the SAI's efforts
against the shows. Like Nate Salsbury's 1891 apologia for the
shows, but obviously in a different vein, Pratt's plea embodies all
the concerns of the reformers:
You, in common with all other newspapers, are giving great encouragement and publicity to Buffalo Bill's "Wild West" Show. Buffalo Bill for
a quarter century has been the monumental enemy of the best interests
of the Indian. His personal influence and the influence of his Show have
been degrading and disastrous in the extreme and against everything
good and right and helpful to them. For confirmation of this I send you
some extracts from several different Reports of the Commissioners of Indian Affairs. Much additional on the same line can be found in other Indian Office Reports.
Commissioner Morgan had a thorough investigation made of the results upon Indians taken away for show purposes and it was so bad it
could not go into print, not even into official reports. . .. From time to
time through the years it has come to me that most worthy and educated
young Indians, formerly pupils of Carlisle and other schools, bave been
led by the glamor, pay and a chance to get off the reservation, even to foreign countries with such shows, and this has led to their downfall.... It
was part of my fight at Carlisle and I kept it up to the last, but Cody succeeded against me through his ability to give large contributions to campaign funds and cater to those in power, and so got a hold in the Department. Mr. (Theodore] Roosevelt was especially kind to him and to all
others engaged in that business.
Three ¿lays ago I received a letter from one of my Apache boys who
has been for quite a time in the employ of the Elevated Railroad in New
York City, telling me that he recently saw one of my former and best Indian employees painted and feathered and misrepresenting himself and
his people in a Buffalo Bill Show. As I read your paper and see the pictures of the Indians that you put in and the statements that you make, it
grates on my feelings. I could wish that something might be done to expose and end the whole matter. There is an organization of educated Indi-

47. When it first met in Columbus, Ohio, in April 1911 at Professor Fayette
McKenzie's invitation, the SAI called itself the American Indian Association. At its
first annual conference the following year, the group changed its name to the Society of American Indians in order to distinguish itself from white-dominated Indian
associations. Hazel W. Hertzberg, The Search for an American Indian Identity:
Modem Pan-Indian Movements (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1971),
pp. 36, 59, 71.
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The reformers' alternate image of the Indian was fostered through the
boarding schools, where youngsters such as these at Oglala Boarding
School, Pine Ridge (about 1909Í, learned crafts and trades.

ans which have been protesting to the authorities in Washington recently and who are planning to take it up in a larger way before the country.
May I not ask that you will give the mighty influence and fearless-ness
of your paper to this cause, and shall I ever pray.*"

Glamour, pay, and escape lured Indians from the prescribed
paths of righteousness. It was up to reformers like Pratt, as ever,
to make straight the way charted and announced, if not always
followed, by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Continuing instances of death and disease magnified reformers' concerns, causing Pratt and others to attack the shows, not
only as contrary to the civilized interests of Indians, but also as
dangerous to their health. They did not, nor did their adversaries
for that matter, bother to compare the statistics concerning Indi48. Pratt to Van Valkenberg, 25 Apr. 1911, Box 14, Folder 355, Richard Henry
Pratt Papers, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.
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Along with Buffalo Bill Cody. Gen. Nelson A. Miles was involved in
the filming of a reenactment of the Wounded Knee battle. In October
of 1913 (above/. Cody, Miles, Johnny Baker of Cody's troupe, and
CoL Marion Maus iwho had been Miles's aide-de-camp in 1890-1891/
watched as an unidentified Sioux participated in the reenactment of
the battle. The filming of the reconstructed action on the Wounded Knee
battlefield (below/ figured prominently in the protests of tke Society
of American Indians against Wild West shows and other "exhibitions,"
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ans who died or contracted illnesses while on Wild West tours
with the number of Indians who died or contracted illnesses while
at boarding schools. The need for such comparisons would not
have occurred to Cody and his cohorts, who considered the
reformers to be well-mannered, if misguided, fools. Such "worthy
cranks" obviously did not speak for the tens of thousands of
Americans who crowded the arenas. The reformers, who wished
to speak for the Indians to those same crowds, considered the
schoolhouse to be the symbol of the inevitable triumph of civilization over savagery. While boarding schools may have been every
bit as lethal in certain circumstances as a tour with a circus, they
were important as a rival image to Wild West shows. In the
boarding school, the Indian was on his way to civilization.
Even as twentieth-century reformers and showmen continued
to promote conflicting views of Indians, the heyday of Wild West
shows neared its end. In 1914, shortly after the outbreak of war in
Europe, an SAI publication unknowingly chronicled the transformation in mass entertainment that was then taking place. The society's magazine denounced the Interior Department for having
allowed a movie company, with which William Cody was involved,
to use Pine Ridge reservation as a backdrop for its production of
The Indian Wars. At Wounded Knee, the movie cameras had
filmed hundreds of ghost-shirted warriors fighting with troopers
of the Seventh Cavalry. Not only was the society piqued by the
government's assistance in the filming of this movie that, it said,
misrepresented history, but it was also dismayed at the government's continuing failure to halt the abuse of Indians in Wild
West shows.*'' In the same issue, the journal reported just the latest in a series of incidents reaching back to the 1880s, A group of
Indians had been abandoned in Germany during the tumultuous
weeks of August 1914. Clothed as "white men," the Indians were
first arrested as Serbian and then as Russian spies. Only after
considerable negotiations and a few adventures had they been
able to make their escape to Sweden.^"

49. Chauncey Yellow Robe. "The Menace of Wild West Shows." Quarterly Journal of the Society of American Indians 2 (July-Sept. 1914): 224-25.
50. E. H. Gohl, "The Effect of Wild Westing," ibid., pp. 226-27. Gohl. identifying
himself as "an adopted clansman of the Onondaga." reported that sixteen Onondagas had left their reservation near Syracuse. New York, in March 1914 and were
among those who, having joined a Berlin-based circus, were detained as spies at the
outbreak of the war. Actually, however, it was a group of nine Sioux who were re-
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This poorly focused photograph, taken in Hamburg, Germany, sometime
during July 1914, is the only extant photograph of the much-harried
group of Sioux that became the focus of twentieth-century reformers'
concerns. Performer Bill Arthur, center, is shown with six of the nine
Sioux who were arrested as Serbian spies at the outbreak of World War I.

With Europeans distracted by the war, the United States became the principal arena for traveling shows until it joined the
conflict. After the war, films replaced Wild West shows as image
makers, but the popular image of the Indians that had been created in dime novels and sustained by Wild West shows remained
the same. Indeed, films gave it renewed vigor. "Real" Indians,
whether they were Apaches, Pawnees, or Paiutes, all wore feathered headdresses, rode painted ponies, and lived in tipis. Even
though the image of the American Indian in the Wild West shows
had been distorted, the irony is that Indians themselves actually
participated in its creation.^' Wild West shows did employ real Inpeatedly arrested as spies. They had originally contracted with the Col. Fred Cummins Wild West show and had then subcontracted with the Circus Charles Krone
for a European tour. A. H. Morgan to Bill Arthur, 21 Dec. 1918, Bill Arthur Collection, Wyoming State Archives, Museums, and Historical Department, Cheyenne,
Wyo.
51. In addition to Berkhofer's White Man's Indian, two recent works that treat
the subject of popular images and contain extensive bibliographies are Gretchen
M. Bataille and Charles L. P. Silet, eds.. The Pretend Indians: Images of Native
Americans in the Movies (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1980), and Wayne
Michael Sarf, God Bless You, Buffalo Bill- A Layman's Guide to History and the
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dians and mainly Plains Sioux. The movie industry, in contrast,
hired mostly pantomime "braves." With a little makeup, a
braided wig, a feather bonnet, a blanket, and a strung bow, the director could create the western American Indian in all his glory
and unreality."
Western Film (East Brunswick, N.J.: Associated University Presses and Cornwall
Books, 1983). Sarf s analyses, often witty and wise, take aim at the cant that infects
so much of the scholarship on Indian images.
52. This is not meant to suggest that movie directors never used Indians in films.
John Ford, for example, shot many of his westerns in Monument Valley and used
Navajos. Col. Tim McCoy, who acted in and served as technical advisor on a number of westerns, hired his Northern Arapaho friends from Wind River reservation.
Many Hollywood directors, however, used non-Indians to play the roles of Indians.
See Lindsay Anderson, About John Ford (London: Plexus Publishing, 1981K passim, and Tim McCoy, with Ronald McCoy, Tim McCoy Remembers the West An
Autobiography (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1977), pp. 178-223. See also
Kevin Brownlow, The War, the West, and the Wilderness (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1979), pp. 221-399.
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